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BEST BET R1 11:27

Robell Ted Black D

T: Benjamin Ellis
$1.65

The Hound Says: Flying machine with high speed,
comes off back to back wins here in blistering
times and is ideally drawn to make it a hat trick

NEXT BEST R6 12:52

Know All Leah Black B

T: Reg Gardoll
$1.65

The Hound Says: Was a deserved winner here last
week after some consistent form, capable of going
much quicker on the clock and drawn to take
beating again

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 7, 5, 3 
Race 6 - 1 
Race 7 - 2, 3, 5 
Race 8 - 4, 1, 2, 8 

$20 for 55.55%

R1 RICHMOND VALLEY TYRES Free For All 300m 11:27

ROBELL TED (1) is a flying machine with high
speed, comes off back to back wins here in
sizzling times and drawn to take all sorts of
beating again. TWISTED EGO (5) was a blistering
16.76 winner here last start when able to lead
from the outset and looks a genuine threat.
CANYA CHARM (4) comes in fresh off a break and
will be strong late, keep safe

1.
2. N/A SCR
4.
5.
7.
8.

Tips

R2 DAMIEN PACITTO ELECTRICAL NG1-4 411m 11:43

KOORINGA RAFAEL (7) missed the start at
Grafton last start but had been airborne prior
and will be rushing forward in the initial stages,
can bounce back. BLAZING BOB (3) is knocking
on the door after back to back placings and looks
a threat again. MASANI GIRL (2) can run sizzling
time and excels over this T/D. MOONLIT PICTURE
(1) also has claims
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R3 LADBROKE IT! MASTERS M3 411m 12:02

LIAR FOR HIRE (4) is a fast beginner with a great
record at this track, nicely graded again and only
needs a clear run in the initial stages to take all
sorts of beating. CHERRY CHUNKER (7) has been
going better than recent form reads and finds a
race that lacks depth. FAN COOL UNIT (3) races
best here and holding a solid level of form, keep
safe
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R4 CASINO RSM CLUB 5th Grade 300m 12:17

SNAKE AND LADDER (7) is a talented pup who
has been impressive so far winning 3 from 4
career starts, on an upward curve and should
take beating again. STAR SLATE (8) was placed in
quick time here last start and has the quality to
win this. KINGSBRAE JILL (6) has a good turn of
speed on her day and ROXY'S SECRET (2) has
place claims
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R5 PALMERBET BOOKIES BAG 4th/5th Grade 300m 12:37

KOORINGA ASH (7) comes off a couple of flying
runs over this T/D, touchy beginner but only
needs to hold that level to give this a shake. WHO
ROUX DUDE (5) has put in a couple of sizzling
runs here recently, tricky draw but can threaten
with even luck. MISS MOLIK (3) excels around
here and racing very well at present. WHISKEY
AND WINE (8) each way
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R6 CHARCOAL INN 1-2 WIN 5th Grade 484m 12:52

KNOW ALL LEAH (1) was a well deserved winner
here last week after consistent form, can go
much quicker on the clock and is drawn to go
back to back. DESTINI POTENZA (7) is a handy
pup who destroyed them at short odds here last
start and still has scope to improve. PHANTOM
PRETTY (6) is a fast beginner coming off a string
of placings, big show
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R7DON WALDRON MEMORIAL 4/5TH GRADE
HEAT 1 4/5th Grad

4th/5th
Grade 484m13:19

JIMARY WILLOW (2) is back from a long break
today but recent trial was very sharp and she has
a big motor, should take plenty of beating.
LOONGANA LILLY (3) led throughout in 27.74
here two back and will be very competitive with a
repeat of that performance. SAL'S BLUE BOY (5)
is suited by a drop back in grade and FIRENZE (4)
should run well
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R8DON WALDRON MEMORIAL 4/5TH GRADE
HEAT 2 4/5th Grad

4th/5th
Grade 484m13:39

Plenty of chances...WATCH THE FRANKY (4) has a
good turn of speed mid race and comes off back
to back wins at Albion Park in good style, hard to
beat. BACKCREEK BENNY (1) is risky early but
gets a favourable draw and looks a leading
contender. DISTANT FLASH (2) will be strong late
over this distance and IZZY NO TALK (8) must be
respected
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R9DON WALDRON MEMORIAL 4/5TH GRADE
HEAT 3 4/5th Grad

4th/5th
Grade 484m14:07

SHE IS FIRE (6) is a smart bitch who has been in
superb form of late, needs a touch of luck from
the draw but is airborne at present and should
take beating. UNQUENCHABLE (7) excels over
this T/D and won nicely here two back, looks a
leading contender. HILLTOP STAR (3) will rush
forward early and QLD form is solid. TWEED WAY
(1) can run well
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R10 LADBROKES BLACKBOOK 5th Grade 411m 14:27

PAYING DIVIDENDS (1) is a classy pup when on
song, in astute hands and gets a favourable draw
to bounce back on recent runs, big show. LIL
MISS MILES (7) is risky at box rise but capable of
running flying time and will take beating with a
safe start. WHO'S A PICTURE (8) won impressively
at Grafton last start and KINGSBRAE KIM (5) has
ability
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R11 INTERSPORT CASINO 5th Grade 411m 14:47

LOONGANA PARK (6) was well backed here last
start and was a dominant winner from the front
in 23.63, tricky draw but sure to take beating with
a repeat. TAIL SPINNER (7) is a strong type who is
suited coming into this fresh off a break and
must be respected. LUNA STARLINE (8) is capable
on her day and wide draw is ok. KEIKI POLU (1)
can threaten
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R12 LADBROKES RACING CLUB 5th Grade 411m 15:08

KOORINGA TRISH (1) has a good turn of speed
when hitting the ground and drawn to receive all
favours, looks hard to beat. KINGSBRAE JULIE (6)
has made a solid start to her career and should
be able to rush forward early, big show. ON
YOUR BROOM (5) has the speed to offset the
draw and shown early talent. LIAR GUY (7) has
upside and can threaten
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